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Undoubtedly as an Adverb

Definitions of "Undoubtedly" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “undoubtedly” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

Without doubt; certainly.

Synonyms of "Undoubtedly" as an adverb (7 Words)

beyond a doubt In addition.
beyond doubt In addition.
beyond the shadow of a
doubt Farther along in space or time or degree.

doubtless
Without doubt; certainly.
The company would doubtless find the reduced competition
to their liking.

doubtlessly
Certainly; without doubt.
You ve doubtlessly heard me ramble on about the
importance of culture.

indubitably In a manner or to a degree that could not be doubted.
Indubitably liberalism parades under many guises.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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no doubt Not in any degree or manner; not at all.

Usage Examples of "Undoubtedly" as an adverb

It's undoubtedly very beautiful.
They are undoubtedly guilty.

Associations of "Undoubtedly" (30 Words)

absolutely
With no qualification, restriction, or limitation; totally.
White collar crime increased both absolutely and in comparison with
other categories.

apparent Seeming real or true, but not necessarily so.
The committee investigated some apparent discrepancies.

apparently From appearances alone.
She has apparently been living here for some time.

assured Protected against discontinuance or change.
An extremely assured performance.

assuredly Used to express the speaker’s certainty that something is true.
The lad kept his cool and assuredly slipped the ball between the posts.

certainly Definitely or positively (`sure’ is sometimes used informally for `surely.
Our current revenues are certainly lower than anticipated.

certainty The quality of being reliably true.
The passing of the act made a general election a certainty.

clear A clear or unobstructed space or expanse of land or water.
We ll go out if the weather clears.

clearly In a clear manner; with clarity.
Her ability to write clearly.

decidedly Undoubtedly; undeniably.
He looked decidedly uncomfortable.

decisively With finality; conclusively.
We must respond decisively to protect our national interests.

definite (of a person) certain or sure about something.
A definite drop in attendance.

definitely
Without doubt (used for emphasis.
We couldn t plan to go elsewhere until we had heard from you more
definitely.
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doubtless Without doubt; certainly.
Doubtless you ll solve the problem.

evidently Unmistakably (`plain’ is often used informally for `plainly.
She was in bed and evidently in great pain.

expressly Explicitly; clearly.
She was expressly forbidden to use the stove.

indubitable Impossible to doubt; unquestionable.
An indubitable truth.

indubitably In a manner or to a degree that could not be doubted.
Indubitably liberalism parades under many guises.

justified Having, done for, or marked by a good or legitimate reason.
The doctors were justified in treating her.

obvious Easily perceived or understood; clear, self-evident, or apparent.
Obvious errors.

obviously In a way that is easily perceived or understood; clearly.
Obviously everyone has to do what they think is right.

rightly In accordance with justice or what is morally right.
If I remember rightly she never gives interviews.

seemingly So as to give the impression of having a certain quality; apparently.
A seemingly competent and well organized person.

stipulate Give a guarantee or promise of.
They stipulated to release all the prisoners.

sure Having or feeling no doubt or uncertainty confident and assured.
I m sure I ve seen that dress before.

surely Definitely or positively sure is sometimes used informally for surely.
If he did not heed the warning he would surely die.

truly Used to emphasize emotional sincerity or seriousness.
He speaks truly.

unambiguous Having or exhibiting a single clearly defined meaning.
Instructions should be unambiguous.

unequivocal Clearly defined or formulated- R.B.Taney.
The plain and unequivocal language of the laws.

unquestionably Without question.
Unquestionably the loss of his father was a grievous blow.
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